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Abstract
Extreme heat affects communities across the globe and is likely to increase as the climate changes;
however, its consequences are not uniform. Geographically weighted regression is a useful modeling
effort to understand the spatial linkage between various factors to heat-related casualty and supports
decision-making in the spatial context. Still, as every complex spatial modeling approach, it is
also bounded by uncertainty. Understanding model uncertainty and how this uncertainty is related
to model input can be revealed by sensitivity analysis. In this study, we applied a spatial global
sensitivity analysis to assess the model dynamics to address which input factors need to be prioritized
in decision-making. A visual representation of the model’s sensitivity and the spatial pattern of factor
influence is an important step toward establishing a robust confidence mechanism for understanding
heat vulnerability and supporting policy-making.
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1 Introduction and Background

Extreme heat causes injuries and fatalities in many regions of the U.S. Southwest region,
especially during the summer months [12] [13]. Furthermore, extreme weather events like
heat waves will likely increase with climate change [21]. However, studies have found that
communities are not impacted the same by these extreme events [2] [9] as some communities
are more vulnerable than others [9] [10].

There is a combination of factors that influence heat vulnerability, such as social (e.g., age
and isolation[2][14][19]), economic (e.g., income and poverty[15]), health (e.g., pre-existing or
chronic health conditions [15]), and environmental (e.g., lack of tree canopies or temperature
[15]) factors. Scholars used these factors and applied various methods to measure heat
vulnerability. Some of these methods were composite where the contributing factors are
combined into an index [4][11][24] or regression which explains the relationship between
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independent and dependent variables [3],[16], or both [8]. Regression analysis draws a more
reliable picture in terms of variables’ influence on heat vulnerability compared to composite
methods; however, the traditional regression methods do not address the spatial configuration
of the factors, which can be solved by employing geographically weighted regression.

Despite the effort to address heat vulnerability, none of these methods are immune to
uncertainty; as the presence and importance of uncertainty in spatial data is not new in
data collection or GIS. Moreover, how the uncertainty is intertwined with vulnerability
representation and its disproportionate impact on marginalized populations is an important
dimension that is not addressed enough[6]. In the realm of policy decision-making models,
when we contemplate the renowned aphorism of George Box, “all models are wrong but some
are useful” in conjunction with Franklin’s [6] observation “poor data often disadvantages the
disadvantaged”’ understanding uncertainty becomes more crucial in informed decisions and
resource allocation. Therefore, in this study, we are interested in identifying how uncertainty
in heat vulnerability related factors influences the prediction of health casualty. This research
aims to advance the field of vulnerability to natural hazards and GIS by employing geographic
weighted regression analysis coupled with sensitivity analysis.

2 Methodology

2.1 Data Acquisition and Variable Reduction

Our analysis area was the U.S. Southwest region, including Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and
Oklahoma states. The unit of analysis was chosen as the county level due to the availability
of the data.

Our dataset was selected based on a thorough literature review of previous studies in the
field and data availability. Our study combined social, economic, health, and environmental
data as independent variables, county population (population 2015) and number of heat
events as control variables, and casualty (fatalities and injuries) as the dependent variable.
We used social and economic data from the 2015 American Community Survey 5-Year (ACS5),
health data from both the ACS5 (2015) and the Global Health Exchange Data (GHDx)
from 2014 and 2015, and environmental data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) from 2016 to 2020 and the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics
Consortium (MRLC) from 2016. Mortality and injury data were obtained from SHELDUS
from 2016 to 2020. The initial dataset included 24 social, economic, health, and environmental
variables.

We first tested the correlation between independent and dependent variables to reduce the
number of independent variables. We then dropped independent variables whose relationship
with the dependent variable was not statistically significant (p − values > 0.05). We also
conducted a correlation matrix including all remaining independent variables and dropped
one of the independent variables with a high correlation (> 0.7). Finally, we removed
variables that had high spatial correlation. From our initial 24 independent variables, we
ended up with 9 independent variables, which are elderly population, disabled population,
black population, population with no car, unemployed population, number of months with a
temperature higher than 38◦C, and impervious surface and two control variables.

2.2 Geographically Weighted Regression for Heat Vulnerability

To understand the spatial relation between independent variables to dependent variables,
we applied geographically weighted regression (GWR). GWR has been widely used over a
decade to model the potential spatially varying relationships [1][5][23]. The model outcome
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yi(health-related casualty) can be expressed by

yi = β0(ui, vi) +
∑

k

βk(ui, vi)xik + ϵi (1)

where yi represents the dependent variable, k are independent variables, β is the parameter
to be estimated, ϵ is the error term. (ui, vi) denotes the coordinates of the ith feature and
k(ui, vi) is a realization of the continuous function k(u, v) at feature i.

2.3 Global Sensitivity Analysis for Heat Vulnerability GWR
Global Sensitivity analysis (GSA) is a forward looking approach to modeling to understand
the linear (individual) and nonlinear (interaction) relationship between input variables and
the output of the model [18]. In this study, since we are focusing on GWR’s sensitivity,
our focus is on which independent variable(s) influence most the prediction of causality.
GSA starts with generating random samples which are used to replicate the behavior of
the input set when the model is run multiple times. These sample sets mimic the original
probability distribution function (pdf) of the input variables. Therefore, we conducted a
systematic analysis to acquire the pdf of each variable before generating the samples. Due
to limited information about some factors’ priori distribution, GSA is only conducted for 7
variables (disability, elderly, impervious surface, black population, population with no car,
unemployed, 2015 county population), whereas all 9 are included in the GWR. Once the pdfs
are determined, the following framework is applied:
1. For each parameter, we generated 2048 random variables. This number is based on

the experimental example set N (27) and number of model inputs D(7), which yields
N(2D + 2) = 2048 samples.

2. Prepare the sample set for GWR input using python based pandas library [22]
3. Run GWR model 2048 times on county scale with randomly generated sample set of

independent variables
4. Exporting GWR output for GSA
5. Implementing GSA using SAlib package in python [20] [7]

3 Results and Discussion

The result of the GSA has been visualized as the most influential variable for the individual
(Figure 1) and interaction effects’ (Figure 2) influences in terms of the model’s explanatory
power for each county. These maps represent variables contributing the most to the model’s
variability or uncertainty. For each input variable that is fed into GSA, the analysis produces
a unique GSA map. In order to reduce the visual load of the GSA output ( 7 individual and
7 interaction effects map), self-organizing map-based exploratory analysis [17] has been used
where the neural networks evaluate the similarities among indices per future and results in
clusters where patterns are dominant. While Figure 1 shows us where individual variances of
each variable affect the heat-related casualty uncertainty, Figure 2 depicts the interaction
effect influence on the model uncertainty. For example, when we look at Arizona State, GWR
output is most sensitive to any small variation in no car variable (observed in 3 counties)
when each independent variable is singly treated (Figure 3). However, as the spatial complex
nature of these variables plays an important role in GWR prediction, we can see an increase
in disability and elderly variables when the interaction among parameters is considered.
This means individual effects will not be enough to see the whole picture when we try to
understand model dependencies. Also, as we can see, the influential variables vary among
the four states. When heat vulnerability modeling efforts are in action, each state might
prioritize its resources depending on how these variables are distributed.
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Figure 1 Most influential factors to the model uncertainty based on Individual Effects of Input
Variables to Predicted Heat-related Casualty.

Figure 2 Most influential factors to the model uncertainty based on Interaction Effects of Input
Variables to Predicted Heat-related Casualty.
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Figure 3 Frequency distribution of individual effect dominant factors per state.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

The geographic focus is crucial for equitable risk planning, resilience strategies, and response
to heat risk. Moreover, it can be used to communicate results and support decision-makers.
Data acquisition is the most time and effort-consuming part of the spatial decision-making
process; but crucial as the interaction of variables produces different results. Considering
the unavoidable uncertainty, it is important to know the models’ weaknesses and strengths
and the spatial variability of the results so that the resource allocation can be optimum.
Moreover, heat vulnerabilities indicated by dominant factors depicted in Figures 1 and 2, can
help decision makers and modelers to prioritizing resources. This effort will help us identify
the influential variables and where they cluster as an initial step and can be followed by the
involvement and insight of the communities which need to be a part of the solution.
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